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Components Section II
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission j -

Office of Inspection & Enforcement
Region IV .

611 Ryan Plaza Drive - Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76012

Subj ect: Response to Docket Report No. 99900104/80-01
Inspection conducted on April 21-25, 1980

Dear Mr. Hunnicutt:

This letter is in response to the subject inspection report in which you
requested specific information relative to two (2) deviations and additional
concerns. Attached is our response, arranged in the format requested.

The content of our response is not proprietary, thus we include no request
for limitation of disclosure. Please contact me if you have questions
regarding any response.

.

? f
F. B. Hyland, Manager
Product Assurance
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hESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Pensacola Plant

RESPONSE TO USNRC INSPECTION REPORT No. 99900104/80-01

Conducted Avril 21-25, 1980

NRC Finding:

A. ASME Code, Section IX, Article II, QW-282.4 states in part, " Essential
variables. . . . . . plasma arc welding. The WPS shall be set up as a new
WPS, and shall be completely requalified, when any of the following
changes are made......(g) A change in the voltage beyond the range
specified. (1).. . . . . A decrerse of 10 percent or more in the rate of
flow of shielding gas or mixture."

WPS PAW-MA-385, Revision 3, required the use of 14-18 volts and a
shielding gas flow rate of 50 CFH.

Contrary to the above, the inspector observed in-process hardfacing.
weld metal overlay operations, using WPS PAW-MA-385 on Shop Order PCZL
454, in which the following violations of essential variables occurred:

(1) Welding was being performed'using 26 volts.

(2) The shielding gas flow rate was 45 CFH.

W?P Resconse:

This deviation addresses violation of (2) creas of essential variables
relative to hardfacing using the plasma are velding process (ASME Code,
Section IX, Article II, QW-282-4). The corrective action, prevention
of vscurrence and timing of each area is described belou:

A. Corrective action has been initiated by (2) tuo methods in each
of these creas: -

a) Att qualified velders have been re-instructed of the essential
varichtes of the process related to hardfacing applications
and the need for adherence of same.

b) Additional WPS qualifications have been initiated to confirm
the acceptable quality of veldments made using the actual
parametera notad in the deviation.

B. Prevention of rextrence vill be accompliched by (2) tuo methods:

c) A closer observations by patrol inspection of the actual para-.

meters utilized during the hardfacing applications.

b) A change in the WPS to ecter.d the ranges after successful com-
pietion of the WPS qualifications noted in item A.b) under
Corrective Action.
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C. The timing of the corrective actions noted in itens b) under
Corrective Action and Prevention of Recurrence vitt be complebed
by June 15, 1980.

NRC Finding:

B. Procedure DHP-15-4-5524, Revision 4, requires the placement of;

two thermocouples (one each on the upper and lower flanges) during
post weld heat treatment (PWHT) of pressurizer nozzles.

,

' Contrary to the above, the PWHT chart recording dated April 12, 1980,
for a pressurizer nozzle, Shop Order 174, Serial Number W664 A01,

-revealed just one thermocouple was used.
i

W.PP Reevonse: ,

(1) The foltouing step has been taken to acrrect the above item:
.

The velder that performed the heat treating operation in
question uas re-instructed to foltou the specification as-

written.
!

(2) The folioving step has been taken to prcuent vuurrence:

A prograr of stress relieving instructions is now underway
for velders that perform stress relieving. This program
encompasses stress relieving locally, using vrap around
heating etenents, and furnace stress relieving. Instruc-
tion programs have been completed and documenta:t for tuo
of the three shifts, and the thizti vitt be completed and
documented by July 31, 1980.

Mote: The stress relief in question is an in-process stress
relief. The nozste vitt receive a final stress relief
after it is velded into the pressurizer upper head
assembly,

i

C. -Additional NRC Concerns:

1. QA Program manual, Section 9.0, paragraph 9.5.3 and
DMP-15-4-5524 requires Inspection to review all heat treat-,

ment recording charts The practice is to then transcribe
all information onto an Inspection Instructions / Recording
Form, in this case a Summary Esat Treat Record. Information
such as shcp order, icts description, drawing number, pro-
cedure number, total hours for heat-up, soak and cool-down,
and inspector's sign-off and date, etc., is included.

--. . . - , . - _ . . . _ . - .. - . - . .
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Other information, including certain ASMS Code parameters, is
not included, e.g., uniformity within 100* F per hour during
heat-up and cool-down above 800* F, actual soak temperatures,

,

any variations in temperature greater than 250' F within any
15 foot interval of weld length, and number of thermocouples
used.

WPP Response:

t

When an inspector completes the Stanary Heat Treat Record
(QIP 2917), he verifies that the heat treannent 01s performed
to the applicable specification. In turn, he references the

; identification of the specification, such as DM?-15-4-SS24 on
the face of the suntnary report. The reference! doctanent contains'

att the pertinent Code parameters.
, .

2. WPP indicated the Summary Heat Treat Record would be the permanent
~

record, rather than the actual heat treat recording chart, as
allowed by the ASME Code. At the present time, the only jobs
requiring PWHT are pressurizers and the customer is requiring>

retention of the recording charts.4

WDP Resconse: ;
;

As discussed during the e=it intervieu on April 25,1980, G?
retains actual heat treat recording charts only when purchase
oders require the charte to be foruarded to the customer.
Stormry heat treat recoMs produce acceptable micro-film recods
uhereas atter: pts to copy actual charts are time consuming and
copies are less than desirable.;

3. The concerns, as discussed with management, relate to the inter-
pretation of the recording charts and subsequent transcribing to

,

the Susanary Heat Treat Record (SHTR), A review of several charts'

and their associated SHTRs showed considerable discrepancies
1 between the actual hours (for heat-up, soak, and cool-down times)

and the hours as recorded.

Another concern was related to the apparent lack of awareness by.

WPP inspection _ personnel of the requirements in procedure DMP-15-
,

| 4-5524. The procedure states in part,......."at NO time shall the
( soak time exceed four (4) hours at 1100' F to 1150' F......."
1
r

One SHTC showed a five hour soak time, however, a review of the
heat treat chart showed four hours actual soak time. This, of
course, is in addition to Item B. in the Notice'of Deviation, in
which the furnace operator failed to attach two thermocouples to
the nozzle, and the subsequent failure by Inspection to detect"
this condition.

_ _ - - _ .- _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _. ..-._ _ -.
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WPP Response:

WPP actions to alleviate the above concerne are as foltous:

1) All insysators involved in the above concerna have attended
a class on interpretation and evaluation of heat treat proce-
dutos and stress relieve charts,

2) ALL inspectors that participate in interpretation of stress
relieve charts vill have attended the instruction class by
July 15,1980.
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